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1914-1939

• The Great War (WWI: 1914-1918) bad shock 
for Australian Economy 

• Deterioration of international economic 
cooperation (1920s) 

• Downturn in Australia due to debt crisis 
• Wall Street Crash on Oct 29 1929 (Black 

Tuesday) 
• Begins Great Depression



New Inventions

• First Industrial Revolution – steam power, 
railroad, steel replacing wood 

• Second Industrial Revolution – electricity, 
internal combustion engine 

• Second Industrial Revolution gave us 
telephones, radios, air conditioning, 
refrigerator, highway system, air transport, 
powered hand tools



GDP per Capita

• Sharp decline in WWI (to about 90% of 1914 GDP by 
1918) 

• Recovery took until the mid 1920s, 
• The world-economy deteriorated and GDP per capita 

trended down. 
• Sharp drop after the share-market crash in late 1929. 
• in 1933 GDP per capita was about 15 percent lower 

than in 1914!!! 
• Relatively swift recovery though: 
• by 1939 (5 to 13 percent above 1914 values).
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Sydney, NSW, 11 November 1919.



A 1928 poster encouraging British people 
to migrate to Australia 
National Archives of Australia



Intensive or Extensive Growth?

• Desire to expand population 
• But no reduction in real wages 
• Rural sector sees falls in export prices after 

roaring 20s 
• Protect manufacturing will lower productivity 
• So difficult to attain prosperity





Similar to Other Countries

• Recall that between 1895 and 1914 Australia was 
sluggish when others grew rapidly. 

• This is not the case in the interwar period. 
• Bad economic performance all around the globe. 
• International economic integration had stopped 

(end of the first globalisation) 
– monetary system collapsed 
– reduced trade 
– deflationary tendencies 
– protectionism





Other Countries

• So a small, open economy like Australia was clearly 
to be effected 

• but others suffered as much if not more 
• UK had more severe problems already before the 

great depression 
• UK was about to lose its leading role in the world 

economy 
• USA did not have a dip during WWI 
• but a very deep Depression with a drop in GDP per 

capita of about 30%



Canada

• Canadian manufacturing bigger (%GDP) 
• But Canadian timber and wheat needed more 

than wool or gold 
• Canadians manufactured rail – Australia 

imported 
• Canada exported timber, newsprint to US 
• US industrialisation due to rich resources 
• Argentina also lower industrialisation



Great Depression







We will argue that…

• Australian policy was appropriate and 
• could not have prevented the bad effects of 

the shocks. 
• Social institutions proved robust and 
• no serious unrest occurred despite prolonged 

high unemployment and reduced living 
standard.



The Three Phases

1. WWI and the recession it induced (1914 to 
1920) 

2. Recovery with Roaring 20s but onset of a new 
debt crises (1921 to 1928) 

3.  The Great Depression (1929 to 1935)



The Negative Consequences of WWI

• 16.5 percent decline of GDP per capita. 
• The main reasons are: 
• London capital marked closed for development 

loans (Australia was still dependent on loans) 
• Drought again! 
• Scarce shipping for imports and exports 
• Loss of life in WWI and loss of workforce 
• (population 4.95 million, 416,809 men enlisted, 

over 60,000 were killed and 156,000 wounded.)





The Terms of Trade Rise and Fall



After WWI Wool Prices recover

• 1922–1925: World prices for wool and grains 
rose strongly as the United Kingdom’s wartime 
wool stockpiles were depleted and shortages 
in Europe emerged. Imports of manufacturers 
decline! 

• 1926-1939: World prices start to decline as 
Great Depression starts to bite.





Australia’s very open economy

• In 1901, Australia’s two-way merchandise trade 
accounted for 42.7 per cent of GDP 

• Then fell sharply during the First World War 
because of disruptions to Australia’s export markets 
and import sources 

• Trade recovered rapidly reaching pre-war levels in 
the early 1920s (in part due to a wool boom) 

• Two way trade then trended down from the 
mid-1920s, falling to a low of 25.7 per cent at the 
height of the Great Depression as protectionist 
measures were introduced





Wool Still Key Export

• The major exports between 1901 and 1944-45 
were agricultural products such as Wool, 
Wheat and Butter.  

• Gold was also important.  
• Exports were heavily concentrated in these 

major products, with the top five exports in 
1901 making up 66.3 per cent of the total, with 
Wool on its own making up over 30 per cent



Why No Return to Normalcy

• Restoring pre-war economic conditions was not 
possible (tried for about 10 years). 

• Australia carried large debt out of WWI and 
government expenditure related to war (pensions, 
servicing debt) remained half of the total up until 
1922. This was a drag on post WWI growth. 

• Trade disruption led to more farm production in 
other countries (lower demand for Australia) 
– Subsidies for farmers and establishment of syndicates.



No Return to Normalcy

• Debt augmented by state government 
borrowings to expand on public works & rural 
development schemes 

• Oversupply in the international markets for 
agriculture from new European states and US. 
(needed hard cash) 

• No dramatic expansion of manufacturing 
despite natural protection of trade costs



Australia Manufacturing Still Small



Finance of WW1 from London
• During the First World War, debt 

increased from around 2.2 per 
cent of GDP to around 50 per 
cent of GDP  

• Around one-third of this 
increase met through loans 
issued in London 

•  The financing requirements of 
the Second World War were 
met largely through domestic 
borrowing. 



Why No Return to Normalcy

• Import substitute industries emerged due to 
disruption (less efficient); Tariff protection once war 
was over (like the 1921 Green tariff)  

• lock in of war-time restructuring of manufacturing 
• Changes in the labour-market regulation due to 

experiences (basic wage increased and indexed in 
1922). Not good for long-run growth but of not too 
much impact in the short term



Labour markets

• Australia was a high wage country 
• But declines in real wages led to cost of living 

increases in 1922 
• Award minimum wages imposed after the war 

lowered the demand for labour, reduced 
export competitiveness and slowed growth 

• A mandated increase in real wages lowered 
competitiveness and productivity.



End of First Globalisation



Wars Isolate Australia

Source: Richard Baldwin “The Great Convergence” 2016



Just Before the Great Depression

• By the mid 1920s things looked brighter (arrival of cars, 
durables, etc.) 

• GDP per capita had improved and was now above pre-
war levels 

• However, a new debt crisis was looming 
• State governments had borrowed money for rural 

development in the years before 
• In addition there was still a lot of war-related debt from 

the Commonwealth government 
• It became harder and hard to secure foreign currency 

(falling export prices after the Roaring 20s)



Debt in the Interwar Period



Policy Response

• Again default was not an option 
• The foreign debt-servicing ratio rose sharply 

(29% in 1928). 
• Risky!!!





Australia was again Vulnerable

• International capital markets and trade seized 
up (- 60%)  

• the share market after Black Tuesday 
(29/10/1929), crashed 

• Unemployment skyrocketed and only fell to 
pre-depression values during WWII.



Great Depression Unemployment 
Explodes



Source: Fisher & Kent 1999
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Is there anything Australia could have 
done?

• 1931 Australia devalued the Australian Pound 
• Seems very appropriate (evidence shows that countries 

who did this rebounded earlier) 
• Policies to cut interest rates, increase spending were 

rather inconsequential. 
• Too much stimulus would probably not have worked 

anyway, as it would have increased import demand 
(worsening the balance of payment problems). 

• Conclusion: Australia did what it could to dampen the 
impact of the bad shock of the great depression. 

• Australia’s rebound was probably better than that in many 
other countries.



Benefit of being an English Colony

• Most historians agree that the link to England was very 
beneficial (only a few anti-colonialists argue that England 
exploited Australia) 

• The benefits came through deep trade integration and 
subsidies and later investment, and lower cost of 
borrowing  

• Potentially negative was the participation in WWI  
• There arose a conflict over trade policies (tariffs  and 

devaluation) interwar 
• The strong integration weakened and stopped entirely 

after WW2 
• Britain had also lost its position in the world economy



Abandoning Gold

• Commonwealth Bank discussed for years – 
partly  commercial, partly central bank 

• Was to be banker to the Australian Gov’t 
• Commercial banks still allowed note issue 
• Australia broke away from Gold standard after 

WWI 
• Great Depression led to devaluation of 

Australian Pound relative to Sterling



Stagnant living standards?

• GDP per capita was not much higher in 1939 than in 
1914 

• Life was tough in this quarter century, but life felt 
much better at the end of the period 

• Here the debate about the appropriateness of GDP 
per capita as a criterion comes in again 

• Other indicators show some increased wellbeing 
(lower infant mortality, better housing and 
education) 

• Height increased, life expectancy increased  
(m: 53 to 65; f: 55 to 69 between 1890 and 1939)



Rapid Adoption of New Tech

Source: Tariffs, subsidies, and profits: a re-assessment of structural change in 
Australia 1901–39 by David Merrett University of Melbourne & Simon Ville University 
of Wollongong; https://ourworldindata.org/technology-adoption 
And author calculations using ABS Average household size Yearbook 2001

 Adoption of New Goods per Household
Australia 1919 1929 1939
Motor Vehicles 10 37 47
Telephones 18 37 40
US
Motor Vehicles 23 58 54
Telephones 34 41 35

https://ourworldindata.org/technology-adoption


Adoption of New Tech did not stop 
because of Great Depression

• https://ourworldindata.org/technology-
adoption

https://ourworldindata.org/technology-adoption
https://ourworldindata.org/technology-adoption


US Quick Adoption of New Tech



Conclusion

• Australia was battered by two large shocks (WWI, Great 
Depression) and a small shock (debt crisis) 

• Other countries had similar experiences 
• The impact of WWI was worse than for other countries, as 

Australia was in from the beginning 
• The great depression was less bad in Australia than in some 

other countries 
• The rebound was comparatively quick while the depth of the 

depression was still bad 
• Australia showed good cohesion, and serious social unrest did 

not occur 
• Alternative indicators for wellbeing still show a significant 

improvement (as in other countries)






